Introduction

48
Linking pattern to its underlying process has long been the Holy Grail of macroecology. How-49 ever, mechanistic and process-based models are often formulated at small spatio-temporal 50 scales, whereas biogeographic patterns usually emerge at broader scales. Historically, sta-51 tistical models have offered a unifying, predictive framework that can operate across scales, 52 but to do so often requires that we sacrifice explicit consideration of ecological and evo- It is often difficult to understand any kind of pattern in a biogeographical context because 57 it is impossible to conduct experiments at the appropriate temporal and spatial scales, such 1). Scaling up such models to encompass regional biodiversity gradients is an important 63 next step (Cabral et al. 2017) . In this and many other cases, we believe that it is possible 64 to better link underlying processes to emerging patterns, and our symposium on Building 65 up biogeography-process to pattern held at the 8 th biennial conference of the International
66
Biogeography Society in Tucson, Arizona, described recent progress in this direction. Here,
67
we summarize these advances. Three themes emerge throughout this discussion: (1) the 68 importance of incorporating data from multiple sources and disciplines (e.g., behavioral 69 observations and mini-satellites), (2) the need to move beyond 'footprint measures' by incor-
70
porating historic processes into models of contemporary data and (3) the power of recently 71 developed models to address biogeographical questions across spatial and temporal scales.
72
We address each of these themes in the sections below. can become sub-optimal in novel environments because of an inability to accurately process of behavioral data to best inform such models will depend on the particular question and 123 study system, but as we discuss in 'targeted collection of observation data' above, these data 'unifying models' in figure 1). More work is needed to see whether younger clades that have diversified more rapidly in the recent evolutionary past, in terms of both number of species and traits, co-occur more frequently or form more/less stable assemblages in the present day.
176
Both these examples show how general ecological rules ought not to be inferred exclusively 177 from past or extant data, but rather from the mapping of past onto extant data.
178
Modeling processes using fossil data. Another aspect of biogeography that is being 179 revolutionized by moving beyond footprints is the evolution of species' geographic ranges, parameters (e.g., migration rates) and defined statistical metrics (e.g., average range size).
240
ABC is thus a model-fitting framework, like maximum likelihood, and not a particular model will be more fruitful when we consider whether not just mathematics but also concepts are 274 comparable across fields.
275
We frequently consider biogeographic processes operating at different temporal and/or spa- linkages across data-types: it is now possible to integrating so many different kinds of data in 296 a single model that the range of questions we can now ask has increased substantially.
297
We do not wish to suggest that the concepts we discuss here encompass all the exciting new such as METE and ABC to test specific hypotheses that, even a decade ago, were only 306 conceptual frameworks (e.g., figure 1). It is our hope that these three avenues provide a way 307 forward for biogeographers to continue to advance our understanding of how processes vary 308 across spatial and temporal scales. 
